Standard Member Charts
Welcome to the Housing Price Trends Standard Member Charts
service.
Before we get started, if you have not already done so, please review Free
Charts video on the Free Charts page before proceeding with this video. The
video on the Free Charts page explains how to get the most out of our
charts and tabulations.
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In this video you will learn:
 How to use the BUY/SELL Signals report together with the Ranking
of Cities report
 How to profit from the City Price Change charts and Tabulations
 Why you do not BUY a property when prices just start to increase
 When to SELL your property
Let’s look at the Standard Member page.
You will notice on the left side of the page links to 2 reports.

The first report, “City BUY/SELL Signals Report for the Current
Quarter,” is a report listing all cities and whether a BUY or SELL occurred
in the current quarter.
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This report is updated after the end of each quarter, and lists all 400 plus
cities. You will see a BUY or SELL signal in the last column as they occur.
This is an example of a BUY signal for Winchester, VA-WV for the 2nd
quarter of 2016.
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The second report, “Ranking of Cities by HPT Index,” lists all cities by
the Housing Price Trends proprietary HPT Index. The HPT Index is a
combination of six measures of price movement. The higher the city is in
the HPT Index score, the more likely it is to have future high appreciation,
and likely to be more profitable.

In this example, Winchester has a score of 27.3. This is a good score and
indicates a city in which you may want to invest at this time.
To learn more about the HPT Index, see the report: “The Top 146 Cities
in Which to Invest”
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The simplest way to use the Housing Price Trends System is to check the
current “City BUY/SELL Signals Report” for any BUY or SELL signals. If
you see a BUY, then check the HPT Index for that city and decide if it would
be a good city in which to invest. This is what we did for Winchester VAWV.
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Another approach would be to create a list of cities of interest to you, see
how they score in HPT Index, modify your list, then watch the cities in your
final list for a BUY signal.
To get the most benefit out of the Housing Price Trends system, you need to
look at the charts of your cities of interest. Follow the charts and
tabulations each quarter and track what is happening to price change in
those cities. You will quickly develop a better understanding of price
patterns and how prices change. When you see a BUY or SELL signal, you
will already have seen prices change and will be prepared to take action.
One final comment about the Price Change charts.

You will notice an additional green line in the Price Change charts. This is a
moving average line, which smooths out the Price Change line. This
particular moving average line is not used in the Housing Price Trends
algorithm, but is included to give you a perspective of waiting until a
reliable pattern has been established in a city before you get a BUY signal.
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Now let’s look at the Tabulations. Here is part of the tabulation report for
Winchester, VA-WV from 1998 to 2007.

You will notice there are several columns. The most important are the last
column with the BUY and SELL signals, and the first 2 columns with the
date. The third column lists the percent change in price, so you can see
exactly what the price change was at that time from last year. The middle
columns are the individual measures of price movement that turn positive,
indicated by the green “+” box, or negative as indicated by the red “-“ box.
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As the price pattern becomes more positive, you will see more boxes turn
green. For Winchester, “Buy Signal” boxes started turning green in the 3rd
quarter of 2000. You will want to pay attention when you see that. When a
certain combination of boxes turn green, you will see a BUY signal. The
Housing Price Trends system created a BUY signal in the 3rd quarter of
2001. Then you should consider buying in that city.

You will notice one critical pattern in prices in Winchester. Although prices
started to increase in the 3rd quarter of 2000, with a 1.2% change from the
previous year at that time (or 5.8% change un-adjusted for inflation), it
would be a very risky time to buy in that market. The Housing Price Trends
system waits until there is a reliable pattern before a BUY signal is given.
For Winchester the period from the 3rd quarter of 2001 to the 1st quarter of
2007 had very good appreciation: that’s an optimal appreciation period.
The SELL signal for Winchester happened when there was a price change of
- 0.39%, adjusted for inflation. If you were only looking at the Housing
Price Index, not adjusted for inflation, you would see prices almost exactly
the same as the prior year. That’s the power of the Housing Price Trends
system.
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This is what happened in Winchester after the SELL signal:

After you have an investment property, you will want to watch the charts
for that city carefully. Check the current “City BUY/SELL Signals Report”
or the Tabulation for a SELL signal; then sell that property.
It is important to follow the Housing Price Trends system; buy when there
is a BUY signal, if it is city in which you want to invest and you find an
appropriate investment property, and sell when you get a SELL signal. The
most important action is to sell when you get a SELL signal. Do not get
caught in a downturn!
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Don’t forget, the Standard Member page also has links to several reports at
the bottom of the page.

Explore the charts and tabulations, and review the reports to boost your
real estate investing profits.

Upgrade to Premium Member now
Access National, Regional, and State quarterly update charts
And the following reports:
 Housing Price Trends by Zip Code (2006+)
 402 Cities Ranked by HPT index
 How to Compound with Housing Price Trends: Turn $30,000 into
$3 Million
 The Power of Compounding 101: The Secret to Real Estate Wealth
 The 30-Year Long-Term Hold Performance of 217 Cities (not using
the Housing Price Trends system)
o Listed by City
o Ranked by % Annual Return
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